“Welcome to the future”
Pvc2go Ltd
Internal
UPVc
Doors

Classic

Eldon

Grainger

Washington

CLASSIC
“HAD ENOUGH OF
PAINTING?”
.......THEN DON’T!
Our unique UPVc internal door range is the
perfect answer.
Available in seven distinctive styles and a variety
of sizes, this superior range of products will
enhance any home.
Our solid and glazed options will fit any frame
and can be hung in the same way as a traditional
timber door.
Various colour leads are available;
Silver, Antique, Gold and White.

Classic

Fusion (Blue)

Classic

Classic

Rennie Macintosh

Gold Georgian

Classic

Classic

DESIGN YOUR OWN!
We offer a unique
opportunity to create
your own design.

For illustration purposes only.

Consult our experts
for advice on your
own personalised
door.

Classic

Bespoke Design

Classic 2
Starburst

Diamond Sparkle

Galaxy

Classic

Starburst

CLASSIC
Reasons for choosing the Superior
Internal Door Collection
* Available in a variety of sizes
* 1mm UPVc plastic coating applied to both sides
* Available either edge banded to set sizes or with edge trim
to allow planing
* Extra high-density polystyrene core for insulation and
improved impact resistance
* Available in White and Beech grain texture
* 35mm standard thickness to suit any door set
* Available with bespoke glazing
* 70mm sub frame allows trimming up to 25mm per side
* Fits any surround
* Half hour fire door available certified to British Standard
* Lock blocks fitted to both sides of the door

Classic

Queen Anne

Classic

Rose Sash

Classic
Solid

* Maintenance Free
* UV stable

NO PAINTING!
NO CRACKING!
NO WARPING!

Classic

Sandblast Floral Brocade

Classic

Sandblast Starburst

Classic

Obscure

Classic (French Doors)
Sandblast Macintosh

GRAINGER
Grained Flat Panels

Available up to 900mm x 2100mm

Door Sizes

Doors available in a range of sizes.
Widths from 1’6” to 2’8”.
Heights from 6’0” to 6’9”.
The designs we use in our doors are
interchangeable with other styles if required.

DecraFusion Designs

We bring you the brand new, up-to-the-minute
monochrome collection. These hand made,
miniature works of art, fused together at very
high temperatures, will compliment any stylish
home.
The tiles have a wonderful smoothness
which not only looks great, but when
used in conjunction with a Black
CADRAM resin outline produce
some stunning modern day
designs.

Grainger
Victorian

Grainger (French Doors)
DecraResin 1

Grainger

Grainger

Fusion 2 (Blue)

Sandblast Border

Grainger

Grainger (Beech)

DecraResin 2

Callini

Grainger

Black Fusion

ELDON

(Available as a glazed panel only)

Fusion Tiles and Glass Bevels

Striking tiles are made using age old techniques
of melting and kiln-forming the glass. Designs
also feature modern multi-faceted Glass Bevels
to offer a totally different look.
A wide variety of colours and styles are available
in the Fusion Range providing a perfect balance
between the subtle sandblasted backing glass
and the contemporary coloured molten tiles.

Sandblasting

Sandblasting offers a clean frosted finish which
boasts unrivalled sharpness to the glass, even
when the most intricate design is incorporated
and gracefully enhances the tiles/bevels that are
applied to the external surface of the glass

Eldon

Galaxy

Eldon

Expression

Eldon

Galaxy (Gold)

Eldon

Fusion 3 (Blue)

Eldon

Victorian

Eldon

Starburst

Sandblasting draws in ample light whilst
offering high levels of privacy.

Eldon (French Doors)
DecraFusion 1

WASHINGTON

ARCHED TOP

French Door Option

As you may have already seen in the illustrations in
this brochure, we are capable of making any style of
door you require into French Doors
(Size limitations apply to certain styles).

Traditional Lead and Film

This is the most commonly used system for creating
decorative glass in the UK and is a simulation of
original stained glass techniques. The designs are
created by applying high quality UV stable film
materials to the glass surface and finishing off with
fine authentic lead lines. The addition of bevelled
glass shapes in some designs adds a 3-dimensional
quality to the glass. With this option, it is possible
to change colours in the design and we offer several
alternative lead colour & thickness options.

Arched Top

Sandblast Regal

Washington 4

Sandblast Border

Washington
Solid

Washington 4

Bevels on Stippolyte

Washington 4
DecraResin 3

Arched Top
Solid

SWEPT TOP

SHAKER
Resin Dispensing System (CADRAM)

Our Resin system offers an alternative, lead free
decorative glass option that is cost effective.
The designs are manufactured using state of
the art resin dispensing equipment to create
the outline and the colours are hand mixed and
applied by hand using pipettes to fill the required
section. Due to the process involved in colouring,
slight colour variations are not seen as faults but
as adding character to the design.

Swept Top
Ebony Jet

Bespoke Designs
As an alternative to
traditional lead and film,
our CADRAM machine
allows us to produce
full coloured
designs to your
requirements.

Swept Top
Solid

Shaker
Glazed

Shaker
Solid

Shaker

Victorian

For illustration purposes only.

SPECIFICATIONS

Unit J, Taywood Enterprise Centre, Duchess
Place, Rutherglen,Glasgow, G73 1DR

The sample panels shown are standard size 2’8” x 6’8”.

tel: 01416474721
Fax: 01416471652

Other size specification details are available on request for all styles.

Accessories:Handles (Lever on Rose)
Available in Chrome and Brass

Hinges 3”

Available in Chrome and Brass

Thumb Turn Locks

Available in Chrome and Brass

Due to the printing process,
colours may vary slightly from
actual colours.
We reserve the right to
alter designs without
prior notification.

Grainger/Washington 2’8” x 6’8”

Eldon 2’8” x 6’8”

Classic 2’8” x 6’8”

